Introduction
Hello :)
My name is Andrei CORNEA and first of all I would like to inform you that this tutorial was made a very
long time ago, back in 2009-2010 when everything started as a hobby and it was a hobby for a couple of years.
Since then, many things changed, such as workflow, pipelines, texturing processes and so on but back in
those days, everything was kind a harder to achieve a good result without tweaking dozens of times. Today,
everything is easier with the new softwares and “automatic” textures. So, if you are following these tutorials,
which i recommend, you will learn the fundamentals of 3d modeling, texturing and rendering and once you
acquire these basics you will be capable to create what you want from scratch.
I also wanted to share and exchange knowledge because in this industry, everyone has its own
workflow and every time you will learn something new from another person, doesn’t matter if that person is
experienced or not.
Notes :
- These tutorials were taken from tutorial-z.com which was my first website, registered in 2009. The
domain is still active but it will redirect you to our small modeling studio
- Some links from these tutorials may be broken or removed. Remember that these tutorials were
created years ago and instead of just removing them, i decided to keep them on our new website
(www.3dffs.com) so anyone can access them
- These tutorials were made for educational purpose and not for a financial income and it should stay like
this. If you find these tutorials on another websites, please let us know
- You can find us and our work on our website : www.3dffs.com
So, an user from our forum requested this tutorial and since there aren’t such tutorials on our website, why not,
I decided to make it.

